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Overview

★ AI and machine learning

★ Machine learning scope: data, task, model, and algorithm

★ Data handle by machine learning

★ Machine learning tasks

★ Machine learning pipeline
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Artificial Intelligence Companies
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Artificial Intelligence Companies
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cf in Aotearoa :
https://newzealand.ai/nz-ai-companies
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Not This - This is Application  
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Not this either - this is the process of ML  
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This is the process of ML  
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https://www.mathworks.com/help/stats/machine-learning-in-matlab.html
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MATLAB gives the following ontology of ML  
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https://www.mathworks.com/help/stats/machine-learning-in-matlab.html

But it’s a lot richer than this
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Supervision available to the learner
lots:

Supervised learning: The environment contains a teacher that provides the correct
response for certain environmental states. The goal is for the learner to output the
correct response: “do what the teacher would do”.

none:
Unsupervised learning: No such teacher to say whether the learner’s output is
correct. Instead, the learning system has an internally defined teacher with a
prescribed goal that does not need utility feedback of any kind.

some:
Reinforcement learning: Again, no such teacher to say whether the learner’s output
is correct. Instead of a label, the environment provides reward or punishment to
indicate the utility of actions that were actually taken by the system.
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3-way split
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http://www.cognub.com/index.php/cognitive-platform/
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Outcomes (outputs) – can be simple… or more informative

• Notice that different outcomes can have different amounts of information content

• e.g. here, a classifier classifies☺ some novel input pattern
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https://www.researchgate.net/publication/220699539_Smooth_Receiver_Operating_Characteristics_smROC_Curves

notice we can think of 
the classifier’s response 
a  “prediction”, of a kind
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The main divisions within learners
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(leaving Reinforcement learning aside)
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The main divisions within learners
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Semi-supervised Learning?

Adapted from: https://www.slideshare.net/GirishKhanzode/supervised-learning-52218215
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Types of Input
14

Could be…
i.i.d. (independent, identically distributed)
or a sequence, like this:

or…?

https://www.avianz.net
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Classification
15

Predict a category (class)

…

…

…

Iris virginica1.95.12.75.8102
101

52
51

2
1

Iris virginica2.56.03.36.3

Iris versicolor1.54.53.26.4
Iris versicolor1.44.73.27.0

Iris setosa0.21.43.04.9
Iris setosa0.21.43.55.1

TypePetal widthPetal lengthSepal widthSepal lengthspecies of iris:
(a 3-way 

classification)
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Classification
16

https://www.mathworks.com/help/stats/machine-learning-in-matlab.html

species of iris:
(a 3-way 

classification)
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Regression
17

Predict one or more floats
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Clustering
18

Finding groups of items that are “similar”
Clustering is unsupervised:  class of an example is not 

known 
Success often measured subjectively – it is fundamentally 

ill-posed!

…

…
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Iris virginica1.95.12.75.8102
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Iris virginica2.56.03.36.3

Iris versicolor1.54.53.26.4

Iris versicolor1.44.73.27.0

Iris setosa0.21.43.04.9

Iris setosa0.21.43.55.1

TypePetal widthPetal lengthSepal widthSepal length
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Dimension Reduction
19

Raw data is often high-dimensional, which is a problem:
1. data with >3 dimensions is hard for humans to interpret / work with!
2. ML algorithms also struggle with high-dimensional data (ultimately, due to the 

curse of dimensionality)

Hence, interest in ML methods that can identify the main directions of interest in data, 
for example (e.g. PCA: Principle Components Analysis, and others)
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Some Others
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Some Others
21

https://tanthiamhuat.wordpress.com/data-mining/


